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Fall is in the air!

The Vibrant Colours of Autumn

We are pleased to present to you our 2022 Fall edition of the IWS
Canada Magazine. As we transition into autumn, I hope all of
you have had a great summer with friends or family and managed
to fit in a little painting time outdoors or maybe gathering some
ideas for painting in the winter months. I love this time of year as
I find myself dreaming and planning for the months ahead. Time
to warm up those paint brushes.

It’s a special time of year. The heat of summer is diminishing and the
trees are slowly changing their colours, leaving us with a perfect
opportunity to capture in watercolour this beautiful time of year.
Our gallery of member’s works is always a thrill to behold. So much
talent and so many wonderful paintings that not only represent this
time of year, but a wide range of themes. This is truly what makes
IWS Canada such a special organization. So many different ways and
locations from which we see the world, and that leads to such a rich
variety of subject matter, techniques and styles.

The magazine continues to keep growing and evolving. We are
very thrilled to announce a new advertising section of our
magazine supporting local businesses across Canada. This is a
brand-new initiative and we are hope it will continue to grow as we move forward creating
more collaborative and stronger relationships. If you know of any businesses that would like
to team up with us, let us know.
Thank you again to all the artists who have contributed to the magazine whether it be with a
painting, article or tutorial. We are so lucky to have all of you as a part of IWS Canada.
Have a great fall season everyone and hope you enjoy the read.
Renee Lippa
IWS Canada President

In this edition of the IWS Canada magazine, we have 2 special
features. An interview with Peggy Burkowsky on her travels in
Turkey, and our cover artist for this month; Kiley Walsh, with his beautiful and poignant slice
of life paintings. Also featured are some upcoming events for you to try your hand at, as well
as some updates from our regular contributors.
IWS Canada runs on the contributions of all our members, so if there’s something you feel
you can add, please don’t hesitate to connect with us. We are always looking for more ways to
engage and continue to grow the medium of watercolour across Canada and around the world.
iwscanada@gmail.com
Happy reading!
Ian Wright
IWS Canada - Vice President & Editor of IWS Canada magazine
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Member’s Gallery

Members gallery of recent work

Ann MacKenzie
Peeling Bark

A.Naseeb Nuckchady
Staithes

Brigitte Klassen
Blue Iris

Cam Wilson
Over The Shore
Anca Dimoff
Strawberries

Coral Ye Chen
Celebration

Adele Partington
Lake Superior Rocks

Bonnie Steinberg
Autumn on the Rouge

Arda Griffioen
The Neighbour’s Place

Diane Lamothe
Vendanges à Farnham

Atanur Dogan
Cowboy

Diandra Summerton
Dreams on Paper

Alice Bottrill
Bali Sunset

Asuman Dogan
Greek Village Harbour

Ingrid Lefevre
Juana kitchen worker
Santiago de Cuba

Jeannine Desmarais
Florida Hibiscus

Jhadten jewall
Burnett River

Ingrid Barviau
It Seems the South

Don Rutherford
Warning or Delight

Elle Zavarei
Purple Lily

Elsa Gallegos
Siempre Vivas

Andrée De Sève
Puissance aquatique

Gord Jones
Back Forty

Donna Dahmer Chamberland
Autumn Glory

Kiley Walsh
Audible

Lan Fang
Algonquin in Autumn

ma.Yazdchi
Untitled

Margaret Roseman
Brushed With Green

Luan Quach
Flowers on Her Headband
for The Flowers in Her Heart

Michael Solovyev
My Husband Ordered
Gin & Tonic

Natalia Outkina
Tell Me Your Secrets

Michelle McAnsh-Gervais
Killarney East Lighthouse

Mark Begbie
Zebra

Nancy Newman
In an Old Growth Forest

Celinda Stevens
Summer Memories

Diane Beaulieu
Clairière

Tiina Price
Quicksilver

Shelley Prior
Kaleidoscope

Roberta Luchinski
The Roseson Military Road

Rita Dauchot
Woodland Lovers

Jan Fretz
Cherri Crysanthemum

Tracy Li
Purple in July

Marguerite Ward
Candy Sunset

Ian Wright
Man, Deer and Dog

Member Spotlight

Shiva Sayedsalehi
Pandemic

Kiley Walsh
The emotion of
a good story

What got you started in
Watercolour?
I’ve always loved to draw, sketch
and doodle. I sketched as a kid and
loved Art class. I have no formal
training, or schooling, in the
traditional sense of the word. When
I was young, my Mom used to
encourage me - she was a creative at
heart — by saying: “Look at it
differently, Kiley. Just draw what
you see.” She inspired me to try
and I still use that advice today.

colours do the rest. Watercolour has an
immediacy and urgency that fits my type
of flow when I am in the creative
process. It is unpredictable and I really
like the “live” feeling of layering and
mixing to get just the right tones and
hues in my washes.
How do you choose your subjects?
My paintings are little stories. They
aren’t static for me. I’m inspired by
current events or I find myself creating a

I was active in sports in my
childhood and early adult days. Life
happened and Art wasn’t my focus.
It wasn’t until I was close to 40
years old that I decided to pick up
the pencils and re-introduce myself
to the creative world that had been
dormant for so long. Pencil and
charcoal were my favourite
mediums to start, but I wanted
colour, too! Watercolour gives me
the right combination of how I like
to create and process an idea. I
come up with a story, plan it out,
sketch it a few times, and let the

Peacekeeper
Thank you all for your gallery submissions, we are so proud of all
our members and look forward to the next gallery. We are always
very pleased at the wonderful works you create.

sort of social commentary on things
that are prevalent in my life or my
children’s lives. This inspiration
spends a lot of time in my head. I
think through my process, story and
meanings a lot. There is an element
of morality and values in what I do.
I want to share a good message, a
good reminder, a hint towards what’s
right. I then take visual images from
here and there as I start to pose the
“characters” into how I would like
the story to be told. I love a feelgood story. Actually, there is a quote
from Plutarch that I read recently
that really resonates with how I like
to create Art. ”Painting is silent
poetry, and poetry is painting that
speaks.”
What are your favourite
techniques and materials?
My materials have been very
consistent over the last few years
after much trial and error. I currently
use Winsor & Newton paints and
Arches Cold Press Paper. My
brushes are mixed-matched in size
and brand.
Once I start the physical process my
sketches and composition are the
most important part, but a lot of time
goes into the planning and
positioning of the subjects in my
mind to help me tell the story I am
trying to share — I spend a lot of
time mapping out proportions,
balance, and spacing. I love to layer
the paints with light washes, and lift
to suggest lighting in the right spots.
I add and remove throughout my

process until the vision I had in my head
comes to life on the page.
Where do you see your career in the
future?
It’s been an organic process and growth
up to now and I’ve enjoyed it. Really,
I’d like to keep it as simple as this: I like
stories. I like poetry. I like deep
thoughts and conversations. I like taking
an idea and turning it into a physical
piece of Art. I like the emotion a good
story evokes. Think of it as a “Norman
Rockwell meets Shel Silverstein meets
Dr. Seuss” kind of thing. I’d love for my
stories to land in the hearts of as many
people as possible.
I am happy to share that I’ve recently
launched my own online store selling
limited edition prints of my work.
www.kileywalsh.ca and I continue to
do commissions for clients, as well.

Audible

Kiley Walsh
Golden Hints

Eddie Nuff
Listen, be patient
For when it’s your turn.
The fear will creep in,
Your stomach will turn.

What tips can you give to
aspiring artists?

Black Sheep

You may start to worry,
Hands sweaty, cheeks burn,
Just part of the test
To help you to learn.

Just do more Art. When you
doubt, go make some Art.
When you’re not sure what to
do next, go make some Art.
Do the work. Make the Art.
Repeat. You are only in
control of your effort, not
your results.
As my Mom would say “Draw what you see”. I say
these words to myself often
and so now I’ll share them
with you. That’s my tip. Just
try and you may be inspired
with what happens next.

It’s ok to be scared,
But don’t be afraid.
New things are hard
And hard things are made
To push you out past
That place where you wade.
You can do it… just try,
You’re never alone.
It’s time to break free
From that safe, comfy zone.
So go little one,
You have ALL the stuff.
It says right in your name,
You are E. Nuff !!!
——- KJW ——-

“Balance”
Shouldered worry,
load consistent,
Peace in thin places,
emotions resistant.
Balancing act,
feels always too late,
3 more things to do…
…,no 4,…no…8!
Have a catch, tie your
shoes,
Stop to look at weird bugs,
Brush your hair, read
stories,
Share super bear hugs.
Fix your bike, six piggybacks,
“Daddy - one more time!”
Hold your hand, wipe your
tears,
I’ll be the first in line.
—— KJW ——

First Respond to Yourself

Member Spotlight

Peggy
Burkowsky

Tours in Turkey
I got interested in watercolour in
my commercial design days, way
back before computers and
digital design. Everything was
done by hand, architectural
renderings, lettering, designing
logos. The ink renderings that we
painstakingly designed needed
colour, and the best “go-to” was
the classic “Ecoline Liquid
Watercolor”. We’d head to the
back of the studio and go free
and wild with watercolour
washes which of course made our
renderings come alive.
From there on the encouragement
of friends, co-workers and
providence led me to the best of
watercolour instruction. People
gave me books, offered me
opportunities to do solo shows,
attend Federation of Canadian
Artists workshops, and much
more. Somehow in those days I
discovered that I loved to share
what I was learning, and it turns
out I could “teach” what I
learned. I have enjoyed doing
that for35 years, simply learning
and sharing what I have learned,
an ongoing process.
My subjects, like all of us, are
from my life experiences which
in my case would authentically
start from being out on the Wild
West coast of British Columbia
Canada.This turned out to be my
“launch” into traveling world
wide.

My architectural rendering
background was enough to get
me tackling beautiful buildings,
streets, light, people in streets,
the details. Of course, through
my travels the gorgeous
architecture of European and
Asian ancient cultures will offer
endless subjects for me for the
rest of my life! My challenge
has been to get away from tight
drafted renderings that I had to
create in the commercial design
world. Granted, they are
valuable inasmuch as we do
need a “good drawing under a
good painting”, however I
appreciate loose, expressive
brushwork that doesn’t “labor”
the subject. Thus, time spent on
drawing skills will always and
forever be valuable.

THE GOOD NEWS WITH
WATERCOLOUR: You don’t
have to be an “arrived,
accomplished” artist to explore
this medium. Granted, it is a
unique medium with a little mind
of its own, where water, timing,
ratio of pigment to water, and so
forth can create wonders or
disasters. But if you can get a
few wins it can be an addiction
lol!
All the best in painting in
watercolour!
- Peggy Burkosky

PEGGY BURKOSKY BIOGRAPHY
Since 1973 Peggy has experienced training
in commercial design, illustration and
painting through the Federation of Canadian
Artists workshops and International
Watercolour Society events such as the
infamous Fabriano in Aquarello, Italy. She
has attended and instructed workshops in
Fabriano Italy, Croatia, Japan and beyond.
She is a member and instructor with the
VAWAA (Vacation With An Artist)
international organization.

Recent Highlights:
2022: Selected Member
International Watercolour Society
Museum – Canada Representative
2020: Honorary Signature Member
International Plein Air Painters
2020: VAWAA International
Vacation With An Artist Instructor
2021: Federation of Canadian
Artists Arrowsmith Chapter Third
Place and Honorable Mention
Awards
2019: Solo Exhibition – Gallery
ExaART – Osaka Japan
2019: First Place Award
Federation of Canadian Artists
Spring 2019 Exhibition
(Arrowsmith)
2018: Federation of Canadian
Artists Success Exhibition
2018: Federation of Canadian
Artists Awarded AFCA Signature
Status
Member:
Signature Member of The
Federation of Canadian Artists
Honorary Signature Member of
International Plein Air Painters
International Watercolour Society
Canada Regional Director
Artists Statement:
Light has such an elusive and
fleeting quality, transforming
landscapes, buildings and figures
in a moment. On location painting
puts me in touch with experiencing
life and being inspired by light. I
enjoy the challenge of capturing it
while painting en plein air or
reliving it later in my studio.

Ingrid Lefevre - Awards & Contests
“I will” was
selected with
2 paintings
for the
exhibition of
the French
speaking
watercolor
painters from Belgium, which will
take place from 11-16.10.22 in
Namur, Belgium
Ingrid is preparing a solo exhibtion
that will take place from 29.10 till
6.11.22 in a senior residence ‘Het
Heiveld’ in Sint Amandsberg, near to
her hometown Ghent. Is a total
project in cooperation with them.
Ingrid spoke with each resident and
now she is painting 25 portraits.

Matteo
Homeless

Luan Quach - Awards & Exhibitions
Contest Awards:
"Untold Past"
Merit Award in the 2022 Malaysia
International Online Art
Competition “Figures/Faces”
category. There were 1252 entries
from 55 countries. (June 2022)
"Repentance"
2nd Place Award in the
Watercolor Without Borders
contest held by IWS
Iran. Artwork is to be exhibited in
Instanbul August 25. (June 2022)

Ingrid was selected by IWS Canada
to send one of her paintings “Matteo
Homeless” to Mexico for an
exhibition in the museum of
watercolor Alfredo Guati Rojo In
Mexico city. (See photo of the
smoking man)

“Let Bygones Be Bygones”
2nd Runner Up Award in the
Zeitgeist 2022 International
Watercolor Joint Exhibition held
by the International Federation of
Watercolour Painters in China.
There were more than 3000
entries. (June 2022)

Ingrid is also participating with a few
watercolors in a collective event of a
Belgian art group named Lak@rt on
27 & 28 august in a castle named
‘Kasteel van laarne’ in the theme Art
Nouveau. 33 artists representing all
kind of disciplines will expose their
best works. There is also an
international art nouveau silver
collection in the castle.

"Rejoice"
Top 20 Award in the “A Peaceful
World 2022” international contest
held by Art Pyrénéenne. The
artwork will be displayed in
France and Vietnam in October
and November respectively. (July
2022)

She went for 1 week to Madrid for
the watercolor festival of IWS Spain,
on 24.6 and 1 week to Varna on 12.7
for the international watercolor
festival of IWS Bulgaria, where she
did a demo (see photo)

"Heavy Mind", and
"Fisherman"
Merit Award in the Grey Art
Competition held by Art Room
Gallery. (July 2022)

-"Mastery"
Short listed into the 4th
International Watercolour
Exhibition "Wonderful
Indonesia" held by IWS
Indonesia. Awaiting for the
final result at the end of
August.

Exhibitions:
-"Rejoice", "Repentance",
"Sunkissed"
Displayed on the
Contemporary Portrait
2022 online exhibition til
August 30, as the Portrait
Society of Canada
celebrates its 21st
anniversary.

-"Laotian Beauty
Coloured with Culture"
Displayed in the CBAAC
Chinese Brush Art
Association of Canada
Member Art Exhibition
July 9-13 at the Chinese
Cultural Centre of Greater
Toronto.

-"Pondering", and
"When Holy Spirit
Whispers, Colours
Speak"
Juried into the Portrait Art
Exhibition held by Artist
Space Gallery July 2022.

-"New Day, New Hope"
Invited as Guest Artist for
the 15th Annual Art
Exhibition of The
International Visual Artists
Association of Thailand
from Aug 4-30.

Rita Dauchot - Awards & Contests

From May 27 to 29, my work "Melancholia"
was exhibited at the International
Watercolor Festival, "Monza in Acquarello",
Italy.
In June took place the IWS Spain 2nd
Festival in Madrid, Spain.
Happy that my " Heart of Gold " made part
of this event.

From June 17 up to 19, I participated,
together with artist friend Ingrid Lefevre, to
the "Hagelands Watercolor Exhibition" in
Neerlinter, Belgium.
In July, my "Dream is all you need" was
exhibited in the Boris Georgiev Art Gallery
in Varna, Bulgaria.

Advertising
Drawing House
60 B Mary Street
BARRIE, Ontario, L4M1T1
(705) 503-2996
drawinghousebarrie@gmail.com

" Taste of Summer " and " Where Love never
ends " were selected by juror Anna Barbi for
the Members TriAnnial Summer Online
Exhibition of the San Diego Watercolor
Society. They will be available for viewing on
the SDWS website from August 15 through
September 15.

Stop by to speak with a local artist
about your latest project while you shop.
We stock a variety of artist supplies including many of the important
watercolour products you desire. Our beginner level products are Koi,
Fabriano, SM*LT and Strathmore.
For the professional artist, a few of the brands we carry are Arches,
Fabriano, Daniel Smith, Holbein, Sennelier and Winsor & Newton.

I recently received the news that my work
" Balinese Prayer " was selected in view of the
IWS Indonesia’s 4rth Competition and
Exhibition.

Upcoming … In October will take place in
Namur, Belgium, the AFB (Aquarellistes
francophones belges) Biennial Exhibition. As
my work " Out of the Blue " was awarded the
Audience Prize during the previous edition, I
am proud and honored to see it featured on the
poster for the upcoming exhibition.

Upcoming Workshops
The Gilded Rabbit
10104 149 ST NW EDMONTON,
AB, T5P 1L1
(780) 481-6950

Adele Partington

Teaching at the Askennonia Senoir Centre
In Midland Ontario

marian@thegildedrabbit.ca

Have a friend or family
member that wants to learn
watercolour and is in the
Midland area?
Adele Partington is teaching at the
Askennonia Senior Centre, 527
Len Self Blvd, Midland.
705-526-7809.
All ages welcome.

We offer a 15% discount
to all members and are open to help with
planning and organizing any events that may
take place in Edmonton and surrounding area.

The watercolour beginner class will allow you to learn the
fundamentals of watercolour from scratch, in a fun and relaxed
atmosphere. You will begin with an overview of the materials for
success, followed by basic techniques, colour mixing, wet on dry,
and wet on wet techniques, and creating soft edges. You will learn
how to fix mistakes, and when to just let the water do its thing. You
will finish the course with your own collection of paintings
including still life, landscapes, flowers and animals.
Adele has been teaching watercolour online, as well as at
Askennonia and the Barrie Art Club. She is a member of the Tiny
Art Collective, the Bala Plein Air Group, International Watercolour
Canada and exhibited at the Coldwater Studio Tour, Honey Harbour
Art Hub, Tiny Township Art Tour, and has art in local businesses in
the Simcoe and Muskoka area.

Register at reception. Limited spots available.

Upcoming IWS Events

Happy Autumn 2022
Don’t forget to share with us any of your upcoming events, awards, or projects. IWS Canada
is here to help foster and encourage all our members to reach towards greater enjoyment
and creation of watercolour in Canada and around the world. You can send your news,
contributions, offers, classes and upcoming events at any time to iwscanada@gmail.com

Thank you to Ann MacKenzie & Laurel Best
For the help with editing and proofreading

